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President’s Message
Dear ICTPA Members and Friends: ICTPA will organize the 9th Asia Pacific
Transportation Development Conference and the 25th ICTPA Annual Conference in Chongqing, China from June 29 to July 1, 2012. We anticipate approximately 300 transportation professionals from North America and Asia will
attend our conference, including some well-known experts and top officials
from academia, industries, and government agencies. Selected peer-reviewed
papers have been under publishing by the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE). Amid China’s rapid growth as one of the largest transportation infrastructure markets in the world, many authors have showcased the new ideas
and approaches emerging from some of the world’s largest transportation projects in China. On the other hand, practitioners from the United States and
other developed countries and regions have presented the latest advances in transportation system management and maintenance. The unique combination of these two mainstreams of advances presented by a
distinguished group of national and international authors has provided a wide range of stimulation and
inspiration in solving global transportation problems. A technical review committee led by Prof. Yong Bai,
that consists of more than 30 professors and 10 industry leaders, was dedicated to the reviews. A publication of this quality and variety of technical papers would not have been possible without their contribution.
Our local conference host is TY Lin International (China) Ltd. Co., who committed their senior vice
president, Ms. Chwen Siripocanont, to lead the Organizing Committee to prepare the conference. The
ICTPA Executive Director, Dr. Ming-Hsiang Kuo, has assisted the ICTPA Board of Directors in coordination with our local host and co-organizer. I am confident that our attendees will find our conference to
be rewarding for their time and investment.
ICTPA is dedicated to promoting the professional development of our members by fostering fellowship
and cooperation among our members and by maintaining a central point of reference, deliberation, and
technical information exchange. Our professional events are typically open to the public, encouraging
transportation professionals from diversified cultural backgrounds to share their experience, knowledge,
and values with our fellow Chinese members. This often facilitates young members and student members
to merge into the mainstream of industries and further promotes ICTPA in a broader platform. Our
Newsletter Committee, led by Dr. Pei-Sung Lin, edits news and updates from our eight local chapters.
You will see more academic and industry news, advances, and contributing corporation information in
our future newsletters.
Endi Zhai, ICTPA President - EZhai@kleinfelder.com
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7

Announcements
Upcoming Events

We’re on the Web!
www.ICTPA.org

7

The ICTPA newsletter is published quarterly, and we welcome any suggestions you may have. In addition,
we are always looking for articles to be included in the newsletter. Please direct your comments and
articles via email to the Newsletter Editor, Dr. Pei-Sung Lin (lin@cutr.usf.edu) or to the Associate Editor,
Ms. Kristin Larsson (kristin@cutr.usf.edu). If you have a technical or non-technical article that you would
like to submit for consideration to be included in the August publication, the deadline is July 2, 2012.
The ideal length of an article is 500 words. The maximum limit is 750 words. Pictures, tables, or charts
related to your article are welcome.
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Happy Chinese New Year
Chinese New Year is the most important
traditional Chinese holiday. It is known as
"Spring Festival." The festival begins on the
first day of the first month in the traditional Chinese calendar and ends with
Lantern Festival, which is on the 15th day.

Dragon is favorable for the establishment
of family, and the birth of a healthy and
smart child. During this period we should
be bold and not humble. The Year of
the Dragon will bring excitement, and big
ups and downs in our lives. If we can
adjust ourselves in the right way, we may
be able to pick the most beautiful fruits
that we could ever imagine.

According to the Chinese Zodiac, Chinese
New Year 2012 is the Year of the Dragon,
and it began on January 23, 2012 (China’s
time zone) and ends on February 9, 2013.
Chinese calendars use the Stem-Branch
system to count the days, months, and
years. The year 2012 is the year of the
black water dragon -- the 4709th Lunar
New Year.

Dragons are a very powerful symbol.
They are the only animals in Chinese
astrology that are mythical/non-realistic.
Inherently, they signify all things celestial.
We hope that this year brings strength
and good fortune to all of us.

Several websites state that the black water
dragon gives happiness and success to all
good and honest people, and also to those
who have great talent. The Year of the

All of our ICTPA Board of directors
sincerely wish all of our Chinese transportation professionals a great dragon
year.
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Chapter Presidents
Northern California Chapter - Ms. Wendy Tao, Email: wwrtao@gmail.com
Ms. Wendy Tao, current president of the Northern California Chapter of ICTPA, works at Cambridge Systematics focusing in the areas of transportation economics, climate change and energy, transportation planning and
analysis, non-motorized travel, and transit. She holds dual masters’ degrees in Transportation Engineering and
City Planning from University of California, Berkeley, and has a B.S. Economics from the University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School.
Southern California Chapter - Ms. Mengzhao Hu, Email: HuMen@pbworld.com
Ms. Mengzhao Hu holds a bachelor’s degree in Urban Planning from Tongji University and a master’s degree in
Planning from the University of Southern California. Mengzhao joined the ICTPA-SCC in year 2003, months after
she came to the United States for her graduate study. She always actively promotes ICTPA and recruits members. Mengzhao is a transportation planner at Parsons Brinkerhoff. Her specialization is travel forecasting for
large scale corridor studies.
US Northeastern Chapter - Mr. Leo Tsang, Email: TsangL@pbworld.com
Mr. Leo Tsang is a Lead Transportation Planner in Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) specialized in travel demand modeling
and application as well as traffic operational modeling with extensive international transportation planning experience. He has been working with various major Metropolitan Planning Associations (MPO). Prior to coming to US,
he also worked in the Asia Headquarter of PB in HK. Leo has been actively involved in ICTPA since 2002.
Washington, DC Chapter - Mr. Allen Y. Yang, Email: allence@gmail.com
Mr. Allen Y. Yang obtained his bachelor’s degree from Civil Engineering Department, Tsinghua University in
2000, and his master’s degree from Civil Engineering Department, The Ohio State University in 2002. He is currently the President of Washington Chinese Transportation Association (WCTA), and Vice President of
Precision Systems, Inc. (PSI), a consulting firm located in Washington, D.C. His areas of expertise include ITS
design, transportation planning, traffic studies, traffic signal operation, simulation and computer modeling.
Texas Chapter - Dr. Fengxiang Qiao, Email: Qiao_FG@TCU.EDU
Dr. Fengxiang Qiao is an Associate Professor at Department of Transportation Studies, Texas southern University.
In his current capacity, he develops curriculum, instructs many courses including ITS technology & application, and
transportation related courses, and provides direction to PhD candidates. Dr. Qiao has authored a number of wellreceived articles including, Fuzzy Evaluation of Contra-flow Evacuation Plans in Texas Medical Center and Collection
and Evaluation of On-Road Vehicle Emission and Activity Data in Houston.
Florida Chapter - Dr. Pei-Sung Lin, Email: lin@cutr.usf.edu
Dr. Pei-Sung Lin is the Program Director of ITS, Traffic Operations and Safety at the Center for Urban Transportation Research, University of South Florida with more than 20 years of work experience in transportation arena.
He obtained his doctoral degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Florida. Dr. Lin is an executive member of ITE Management & Operations/ITS Council. He chairs the Intelligent Traffic Signal Operations Committee in
ITE. He has presented and published numerous research papers at various national and international conferences.
Hong Kong Chapter - Dr. Francis Lung, Email: francis@lx1technology.com
Dr. Francis Lung is currently the Deputy Chairman & CEO of Hydrotech International and the Non Executive Director of Intra-Energy Corporation. Both companies are listed in the Australian Stock Exchange. In addition, he is
the Managing Director of the China Urban Infrastructure Investment Fund based in China and the Executive Chairman of LX1 Technology Limited based in Hong Kong.
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Northern California Chapter

Mr. Bond Yee, SFMTA
Sustainable Streets Director

For the 2012 annual Chinese
New Year Banquet, we featured guest speaker Bond Yee,
Director of Sustainable Streets
at the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency
(SFMTA). Our ICTPA Northern California members were
very engaged by Bond’s presentation, his long service at the
SFMTA, and the diversity of
experiences he has had in San
Francisco.

Many ICTPA members have
had the opportunity to intern
or work at the SFMTA, and
several under Bond’s leadership, and we very much appreciate him sharing his thoughts
and insights on transportation
planning in San Francisco.
For those of you who were not
able to attend, please check out
the details at http://
ictpanorcal.wordpress.com/.

Annual Chinese
New Year Banquet on
1/18/12

Southern California Chapter

A Half-day Workshop
in Riverside on 1/13/12

Group Picture taken during
New Year Celebration on
2/4/12

Dragon Lunar New Year
Celebration on 2/4/12

The Southern California Chapter hosted a half-day workshop
at the Canyon Crest Country
Club in Riverside, CA on Friday, January 13, 2012. The
topic of the workshop was
“Transportation Infrastructure
Development in the InlandEmpire Area”.
The January 13th workshop
featured three presentations
followed by a panel discussion.
The three keynote speakers
were Dr. Ray Wolfe, Director
of Caltrans District 8; Mr. Ty
Schuiling, Interim Executive
Director of San Bernardino
Association of Governments;
and Mr. John Fenton, CEO of
Metrolink. The three speakers

each gave the audience an
update about their agencies’
projects and plans in the InlandEmpire area. The workshop
attracted about 120 attendees.
On Saturday, February 4, 2012,
approximately 80 members of
the Southern California Chapter celebrated the Dragon
Lunar New Year together in
the Diamond Bar Center. This
was also the 20 year anniversary celebration of ICTPASCC. Most past chapter
presidents attended the dinner
banquet and each received a
personalized vase with their
name and serving years etched
on the glass. The keynote
speaker that night was Mr.

Diego Cardoso, Executive
Officer of LA Metro. An
experienced transportation
planner and famed artist, Mr.
Cardoso shared with the
audience his paintings that
express his understanding of
urban form and transportation.

Hong Kong Chapter
The Hong Kong Chapter has
submitted five papers for the
June 2012 Chongqing Conference and all five papers were
accepted by the Technical
Committee. All Board members from Hong Kong will be
attending the Chongqing Conference too, in order to show

support for our Annual Event.
The Hong Kong Chapter Annual General Meeting is scheduled for Thursday, April 12,
2012. All current Board
members, except one, are
seeking re-election. This is also
an event where we present

membership certificates to our
members. There will be a keynote speech and a dinner to
mark the occasion.
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Washington D.C. Chapter
The Washington Chinese
Transportation Association
(WCTA) successfully jointly
organized the 15th Annual
COTA/WCTA Symposium on
Transportation Operations and
Planning in Mega-Regions with
the Chinese Overseas Transportation Association (COTA)
on January 22, 2012.
The whole day program
gathered speakers, guests, and
attendees from mainland China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Canada,
and many other countries and

regions. Topics including
Sustainable Mega-Region Planning
and Development, Emerging ITS
Technologies, Innovations in
Transportation Operations and
Safety, and Government Forum:
State-of-the-Art Practices were
discussed in the format of presentations and panel discussions.
During the entire TRB week,
WCTA helped organize
numerous activities, including
dinners, receptions, alumni
gatherings, and etc. Through

these events, many
members joined WCTA.

new

Pre-TRB Gathering and
Dinner on 1/21/12

Mr. Wengang Zhang from
WCTA at the Registration
Desk during the 15th Annual
COTA/WCTA Symposium

Texas Chapter
The Texas Chapter submitted a
paper to the ICTPA 2012
Chongqing Conference from its
president Dr. Fengxiang Qiao
entitled, “A Practical Intelligent
Method to Quickly Screen
Pedestrian Related Potential
Conflicts with Motor Vehicles”. The paper was accepted

for publication in ASCE
proceedings. In this paper, an
intelligent Fuzzy table look-up
scheme was identified to model
pedestrian related potential
conflicts at intersections within
freeway interchange areas. Dr.
Qiao will present this paper in
Chongqing, China.

The current Texas board of
directors held its first meeting
in late December of 2011 and
scheduled their work plan for
FY 2012, including organizing
several academic seminars and
possibly a workshop on
sustainable transportation
systems.

15th Annual COTA/
WCTA Symposium on
1/22/12

U.S. Northeastern Chapter
and dinner for ICTPA and
COTA friends hosted by the
president of Precision Systems,
Inc. (PSI), Dr. Mike Houh, on

January 21, 2012. Mr. Tsang
also attended the ICTPA Board
of Director meeting held at PSI.

The 15th COTA/WCTA
Annual Symposium was held on
January 22, 2012 in conjunction
with the 91st TRB Annual
Meeting in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Pei-Sung Lin, Dr. Yu Zhang,
Dr. Qing Lu, Mr. Bin Yu, and
Dr. Xia Jin from the Florida
Chapter attended the
symposium.

served as the session chair for
“Sustainable Pavement”.

tled, “Sustainable Metro Rolling
Stock Operation and Maintenance
Strategies Based on Nanjing
Metro Company”.

Dr. Yu Zhang served as the
organizing committee chair, as
well as the session chair, for
“Current Topics in Sustainable
Transportation”. Dr. Qing Lu

Dr. Yongneng Xu (visiting
scholar at USF) was one of the
speakers in the “Current Topics in Sustainable Transportation” session with a talk enti-

The chapter president, Mr. Leo
Tsang, representing the US
Northeastern Chapter,
US Northeastern Chapter
attended the pre-TRB gathering

Florida Chapter

Dr. Pei-Sung Lin was one of the
speakers in the “Current Topics in Sustainable Transportation” session with a talk entitled, “Using ITS Technologies to
Support Incident Management
Program Evaluation”.

Pre-TRB Gathering and
Dinner on 1/21/12

Mr. Bin Yu was one of the
speakers in the “Sustainable
Pavement” session with a talk
entitled, “Life Cycle Assessment
of Pavement Overlay Systems”.
The members from the Florida
Chapter had excellent representation during the
15th COTA/WCTA Annual
Symposium.

Dr. Pei-Sung Lin (left), Dr.
Yu Zhang (middle), and
Dr. Qing Lu (right)
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Think Outside the Box
Southern California Chapter’s Experience of Hosting Professional Events
Ms. Mengzhao Hu, Dr. Xiaoyun Wu, and Dr. Hua Liu
As the president of ICTPA-SCC for the term 2009-2011, Dr. Endi Zhai had a vision to grow our chapter by improving the quality of
the activities and attracting more non-Chinese members. His strong leadership and dedication, combined with the great team work
of board members, contributed to ICTPA-SCC’s rapid growth in the past two years. Our chapter has now been widely recognized
by the leaders at transportation agencies, consulting giants, and engineering firms. We now provide a unique platform for our Chinese members to network, pursue business opportunities, and achieve technique excellence. Here are some of the experiences
we’d love to share within the entire ICTPA family:
Change of Mindset
Restricting activities merely within the Chinese transportation professionals’ society prevented the organization from further
growth. Many transportation agency leaders actually have the interest, desire, or even obligation to support minority transportation
organizations like ours. Thanks to the effort led by Endi, we managed to invite many top executives from various transportation
agencies to be our speakers or panelists. A first class cast of speakers attracts a large crowd of attendees as we’ve observed in
many of our recent seminars and workshops.
Understand the Market
We realized that having a topic consistent with industry interest is the key for a successful workshop or seminar. From California
High Speed Rail to highway project delivery; from design-build of transportation projects to infrastructure development in the Inland
-Empire area, Endi is always able to catch the hottest trend of the transportation business. With such a good and informational
program set up, we are able to collect registration fees for our workshop/seminar like other professional associations do. The rate
for private sector employees is usually around $50 for a half-day workshop and $25-30 for a luncheon seminar, which became our
main financial resource. Public sector and students either enjoy a 50%-off discount or complimentary admission for some occasions.
Be Creative
ASCE, WTS, ACEC, and some other professional organizations have much longer histories and more resources than we do. To
build our own brand, we needed to do something special. Endi designed our signature half-day workshop. Unlike most events
hosted by other organizations that are usually a luncheon seminar featuring one speaker, our workshop usually has 3-4 speakers
who are either agency executives or consulting veterans. They each talk about the same topic but from their own perspective as the
project owner, contractor, or designer. A panel discussion is often hosted after all the keynote presentations so that the attendees
can communicate with the speakers. Endi also came up with a great idea to let consulting companies do a marketing speech at our
events. The sponsorship associated with the marketing speech generates another revenue source.
Team Work, Efforts and Dedication
Endi and several board members try to catch every chance to promote ICTPA among their coworkers, sub-consultants, alumni, and
peers. Endi almost doubled our chapter’s email database in two years. The ICTPA-SCC Board of Director works as a team with
each assigned to one or two tasks for our association events.
Example of a Workshop Flyer
http://www.ictpa-scc.org/seminars/201204/workshop_flyer.pdf
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9th Asia Pacific Transportation Development and 25th ICTPA Annual Conference
June 29 – July 1, 2012, Chongqing, China

Technical Committee Report

Dr. Yong Bai

The Technical Committee of the 9th Asia Pacific Transportation Development and 25th Annual Conference led by
the Chair, Dr. Yong Bai, at the University of Kansas, received a total of 236 abstracts. Authors of 116 abstracts
were invited to submit the full papers based on the peer‐review results. Finally, 81 full papers were selected for
the ASCE publication. Other submitted papers will be published by a Chinese Journal. The Technical Committee
was pleased that both the number and quality of papers were improved after collaborating with the ASCE.

Conference Information
The conference is organized by ICTPA and Changing
Urban Planning Bureau, and hosted by the T.Y.. Lin
International China, Chongqing Jiaotong University,
Chongqing rail Transit (Group) Co. Ltd and Chongqing
Transport Planning Institute. The conference provides
the opportunity for ICTPA members and friends to meet
once a year to promote communications and activities.
You are strongly encouraged to register and participate
in the conference. You can check the conference
information by the following links. Please make
arrangements for you trip at your early convenience.
Conference Home: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting.html
Program: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting_program.html
Registration: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting_registration.html
Registration Form: http://www.ictpa.org/files/ICTPAregistration325.pdf
Lodging: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting_Housing.html
Hotel Reservation Form: http://www.ictpa.org/files/EmparkHotelform.docx
Direction and Local Area Information: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting_Directions.html
Pre- and Post-conference tours: http://www.ictpa.org/Conferences/25annual/25th_annualmeeting_TechnicalTour.html
There will be three pre-conference tours held at the same time on June 29th. If you are interested in any of these three free
technical tours, please submit your registration form as soon as possible. After the conference, seven post-conference tours are
available. The tour information can be found at the link above. You can also select the tour when you fill out the registration form.

Upcoming Events
The 9th Asia Pacific Transportation Development Conference and the 25th ICTPA Annual Conference
Challenges and Recent Advances in Sustainable Transportation System
– Planning, Design & Build, Management & Maintenance
June 29 – July 1, 2012, Chongqing, China

Chapter Meetings and Events
April 20, 2012 - Design-Build for Transit Projects Joint Workshop with NACGEA (Southern CA Chapter)

